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I.

Introduction

The future is near, and many lives will be changed with the power of Artificial
Intelligence (“AI”). John, an imaginary person in the year 2040, wakes up to start his daily
routine. John grabs his cellular device and starts his vehicle with the push of a button. Upon
hopping into his vehicle, a voice encompasses the cabin of the vehicle, and asks John, “Where
are we off to today?” John replies with this destination and immediately the vehicle’s AI quickly
1
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plans out potential routes. The vehicle discovers a route with minimal obstacles and sets off.
John receives an update on his device that notifies him that his vehicle’s manufacturer received
the “Best AI Software of 2040”. Instantly, John gets an update from his insurance carrier,
“Jayco”, that he will be receiving a credit because of this achievement.
John finally arrives at the parking lot of his destination; however, an incident occurs.
Another vehicle, with a crack in the rear camera, did not detect John’s vehicle approaching, and
backs up into John’s driver side, causing light damage. Immediately, John’s vehicle recorded the
accident, two minutes before and three minutes after and from all angles. The recording obtained
the license plate number, make, model, and color of the vehicle; and the file was sent to Jayco.
John’s vehicle AI automatically notifies the police where the accident occurred and pinpoints the
exact location. The police officer arrives and documents the accident by scanning both parties’
identifications and insurance cards, which automatically creates a police report in minutes. The
report gets sent to each party. John receives a notification from Jayco and is instructed to take
photos of the damage, as well as to upload the police report for statistical purposes. Jayco utilizes
this data to determine insurance premiums based off different auto manufactures AI
programming and uses that information to decide which automaker is more likely to be involved
in an accident. Jayco explains to John on how to proceed for repairs. John starts a claim the
following day. John goes to his vehicle, instructs the vehicle to activate “accident” mode, and
inputs the claim information. The vehicle drives itself to the repair facility and while in route the
vehicle is displaying the claim and John’s contact information on the screen. John is notified that
his vehicle is on the way and John’s rental vehicle will be arriving soon. The repair facility sends
the repaired vehicle back to John’s home; and, at John’s convenience, John’s rental drives itself
back to the rental facility.

2
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This may be a hypothetical situation coming soon. It is estimated that in 2040, Level 5
Automation will come into existence commercially 1. Level 5 Automation is a car that can drive
itself almost all the time without any human input, in any weather condition, and on unmapped
areas2. This is a car you could sleep in on the go. AI will also affect how the auto insurance
industry will calculate their premiums, change how States govern auto liability policies, and as
well as the role of an actuary.
Auto insurance is an expected and integral part of major financial decisions when owning
a vehicle. Auto insurance exists to provide financial protection for your property alongside
providing medical support if a car accident occurs 3. But this was not always the case because the
auto insurance predates the automobile industry itself; the idea of having insurance began with
Benjamin Franklin4. In 1751, Benjamin Franklin gathered a group of men in Philadelphia to put
aside money in a pot 5. The pot would be used to protect one of the members should a fire take
place upon their home or business6. As more people began to own property, more people wanted
to protect their property with insurance. This idea then translated to the automobile industry
because automobiles were dangerous and expensive.
The first automobile insurance policy sold was in 1897 to a gentleman named Gilbert
Loomis, a resident of Dayton, Ohio, by the Travelers Insurance Company 7. The insurance policy

1

Chris Robinson, Autonomous Vehicle Market Forecast: Demystifying the $50 Billion Opportunity, (March 25,
2021).
2
Synopsys, What is an Autonomous Car?, https://www.synopsys.com/automotive/what-is-autonomous-car.html
(last visited Apr 25, 2021).
3
Insurance Information Institute, What is auto insurance?, https://www.iii.org/article/what-auto-insurance (last
visited Apr 25, 2021).
4
Allstate, Who Invented Car Insurance?, https://www.allstate.com/tr/car-insurance/who-invented-car-insurance.aspx
(last visited Apr 24, 2021).
5
Id.
6
Id.
7
Ohio History Central, World’s First Automobile Insurance Policy,
https://ohiohistorycentral.org/w/World's_First_Automobile_Insurance_Policy?rec=2597(last visited Apr 19, 2021).
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protects Loomis if his vehicle damaged property or injured/killed a bystander 8. There are many
differences on how the concept of auto insurance has developed over the years. For example, it
was much easier to obtain insurance because there were no driver’s license numbers or state
minimum requirements to follow, and there was a lack of licensing laws. Also, auto insurance
was not required, due to no federal or state laws in place. Connecticut was the first state to offer
liability coverage insurance in 1925; they passed a financial responsibility statute that required
motorists to demonstrate the ability to pay in the event of an auto accident resulting in injury,
death, and property damage9. Yet, it was not until 1927 when Massachusetts became the first
state to make insurance mandatory10. There are now 49 states that have some sort of mandatory
auto insurance law in place, except for New Hampshire11.
This Note examines how AI will contribute to the development of the auto insurance
industry. Part II discusses the integration of AI and automation, leading to the advancement of
the autonomous vehicle (“AV”). Part III outlines the basic framework of how auto insurance is
currently structured. Part IV assesses the future of auto insurance in the realm of automation.
Lastly, Part V analyzes the current State policies in use, determine whether to insure the AI or
insure the human owner of the car, and how policies can be developed to combat the future
advancements.

8

Id.
Mathew B. Sims, When did auto insurance become mandatory?, https://www.autoinsurance.org/when-did-autoinsurance-become-mandatory/ (Last visited Apr 19, 2021).
10
Id.
11
Id.
9
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II.

The Evolution of Automation

AI is general referred as the intelligent behavior of a machine consisting of software that
can learn and self-improve, considered as “the brain” of a machine 12. It helps experts analyze
situations and arrive at certain conclusions. Then we have autonomy, which is a machine that is
programmed to carry out a routine job13. Automation is software that follows pre-programmed
rules. When both AI and autonomy work together, they are used to create highly intelligent
autonomous robots such as autonomous vehicles 14. This product is a self-driving vehicle capable
of sensing its environment and operating without human involvement. A human operator is not
required to take control of the vehicle, nor is required to be in the vehicle at all. This invention
can practically go anywhere a traditional human-operated car does and has abilities of a Formula
1 driver15. These vehicles are equipped with (1) advanced sensors and GPS software that are
used for mapping and localization to gather data about the environment, as well as track the
vehicle’s course; (2) radars used for obstacle avoidance; (3) sophisticated learning machines used
for perception, it can recognize different objects and their trajectory; (4) and decision engines
that use advanced algorithms to predict the likelihood of a crash. 16

12

Tim Urban, The AI Revolution: The Road to Superintelligence, Wait But Why (Jan. 22,
2015), http://waitbutwhy.com/2015/01/artificial-intelligence-revolution-1.html [https://perma.cc/F5LA-47W9].
13
Autonomy derives from the Greek words, "autos ("self,') and nomos ("law')." Jenay M. Beer et al., Toward a
Framework for Levels of Robot Autonomy in Human-Robot Interaction, 3 J. Hum.-Robot Interaction 74, 74 (2014).
14
Michelle Sellwood, COMMENT: The Road to Autonomy, 54 San Diego L. Rev. 829, 866. See. A Failed
Experiment: Analysis and Evaluation of No-Fault Laws, Found. for Taxpayer & Consumer Rts.,
http://mail.consumerwatchdog.org/insurance/fs/fs000 218.php3 [https://perma.cc/YSX2-FF6D]
15
Adam Hartley, F1 drivers beware, AI super cars are coming for you, (May 20, 2019) https://360.here.com/willself-driving-ai-racing-cars-soon-beat-human-f1-superstar-drivers.
16
See Ben Lorica, The Technology Behind Self-Driving Vehicles, O'Reilly (Oct. 6,
2016), https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/the-technology-behind-self-driving-vehicles [https:// perma.cc/NG96-2DX5].
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There are 6 levels of driving automation that have been defined by the Society of
Automotive Engineers (“SAE”) and adopted by the U.S. Department of Transportation
(“DoT”)17.
Level 0 – No Automation: The driver performs all driving tasks
Level 1 – Driver Assistance: The driver controls the vehicle, but some driving assist
features may be included in the vehicle design.
Level 2 – Partial Automation: The vehicle has combined automated functions, but the
driver must remain engaged with the driving task and monitor the environment at all
times.
Level 3 – Conditional Automation: A driver is a necessity but is not required to monitor
the environment. The driver must always be ready to take control of the vehicle at all
times.
Level 4 – High Automation: The vehicle can perform all driving functions under certain
conditions but there is an option to still control the vehicle.
Level 5 – Full Automation: The vehicle can perform all driving functions under all
conditions. No human driver is needed. 18
Level 0 is currently the standard norm; it is how most vehicles on American roadways are. These
vehicles can utilize automatic emergency braking and lane-departure warnings, but the driver
controls the movement of the vehicle such as the steering and parking 19. Level 1 and Level 2 are

17

Nat'l Highway Traffic Safety Admin., Federal Automated Vehicles Policy 1, 9
(2016), https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/AV%20policy %20guidance%20PDF.pdf
[https://perma.cc/XYD8-URVA] [hereinafter Federal Automated Vehicles Policy]. The policy adopts the Society of
Automotive Engineers' (SAE) definitions for levels of automation ranging from "no automation" to "full
automation."
18
Id.
19
Id.
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driver-supervised steering and/or acceleration and braking assistance 20. These vehicles utilize
multiple advanced driver assistance systems (“ADAS”) 21. This type of system can control the
acceleration of the vehicle, such as adaptive cruise control (Level 1), and can take over steering
and braking events in set scenarios (Level 2) 22. This equipment is currently offered to vehicles in
the luxury category (Tesla’s Autopilot23) and can be offered to economy vehicles at a premium.
Level 3 automation is currently illegal to use on the roads in the U.S., and most countries have
not established a regulatory framework regarding this technology since there are no
comprehensive rules for driver-assist tech24. Level 3 automation requires a human operator to be
present, but it is a predominantly driverless tech, it can make decisions on its own 25. Audi offers
the only current Level 3 automation technology on its A8 model utilizing its “Traffic Jam Pilot
System”, which is only offered in Japan. 26 Level 4 automation does not require any human
interaction and can be wholly driverless27. However, Level 4 automation can only be used within
specific geographic boundaries that have been mapped (geo-fencing) 28. Level 5 automation
translates to full driving automation with no human operator necessary 29. There will be no
pedals, steering wheels, or even the need for a clear windshield for that matter. This is the
highest classification of autonomy possible30.

20

Id.
Mobility Insider, What is ADAS? (Oct 02, 2020), https://www.aptiv.com/en/insights/article/what-is-adas.
22
Federal Automated Vehicles Policy, supra note 17, at 9.
23
Roberto Baldwin, Tesla Tells California DMV That FSD Is Not Capable of Autonomous Driving, (Mar. 9, 2021),
https://www.caranddriver.com/news/a35785277/tesla-fsd-california-self-driving/
24
Federal Automated Vehicles Policy, supra note 17, at 9.
25
Id.
26
Stephen Edelstein, Audi gives up on Level 3 autonomous driver-assist system in A8, (Apr. 28,2020),
https://www.motorauthority.com/news/1127984_audi-gives-up-on-level-3-autonomous-driver-assist-system-in-a8
27
Federal Automated Vehicles Policy, supra note 17, at 9.
28
Id.
29
Id.
30
Id.
21
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The SAE utilizes the term “automated” instead of “autonomous” to avoid ambiguity 31.
One possibility is that a fully autonomous vehicle may be able to make its own decisions; for
example, you tell the machine to drive you to work, however, the machine decides to take a trip
to the shore32. An automated vehicle would follow your orders and take you to work.
III.

Auto Insurance as We Know Today

A. What is Auto insurance?
Auto insurance is a contract between you and the insurance company that protects you
against financial loss in the event of an accident or theft 33. In exchange for paying a premium,
the insurance company agrees to pay your losses as outlined in your policy 34. Auto insurance is
mandatory by most states and provides a party with financial protection in case of an accident 35.
It provides coverage for property, liability, and medical expenses. Property provides coverage for
damages to or theft of your personal or real property; liability provides coverage to others for
bodily injury or property damage from your negligence; and medical covers the payments to treat
injuries, rehabilitation, and funeral expenses 36. Most auto insurance policies are renewable and
can be issue coverage for six months or one year.
B. Who is insured?
Auto insurance generally follows the car not the driver 37. The policy covers the named
insured, family members, and permissive users; it is compulsory via legislation 38. The standard

31

What is an Autonomous Car?, supra note 2.
Id.
33
What is auto insurance?, supra note 3.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
37
Allstate, What Happens If Someone Drives Your Car and They Get In An Accident? (May 2020),
https://www.allstate.com/tr/car-insurance/my-friend-wrecked-my-car.aspx.
38
What is auto insurance?, supra note 3.
32
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auto insurance policy has an omnibus clause which is a clause that extends coverage to
individuals not named in the policy39. This applies to individuals who are authorized to use an
insured vehicle (“permissive users”)40. To be a permissive user, the permission may be express
or implied41. Implied permission is fact sensitive and may result from the relationship of the
parties or prior course of dealings42. Express permission is when the insured authorizes a person
to use their vehicle.
If a non-permissive user takes and uses the insured’s vehicle without consent, the insured
may not be held accountable for damages if an accident occurs 43. The non-permissive user’s
insurance may be used as the primary coverage 44. However, if the non-permissive user has no
insurance, then the insured may have to file a claim with their own insurance to cover the
damages. Based on laws, the determination of damage coverage varies from state to state.
C. What is covered?
Auto insurance provides coverage for property, liability, and medical expenses. In many
states, a person’s insurance would be considered the primary insurance if they or a permissive
user, wrecks the vehicle45. Auto liability is a third-party coverage that helps pay for another
person’s medical bills, funeral costs, or property damage that results from an accident 46.
A person’s vehicle is covered under collision and comprehension insurance, which is
classified as first-party coverage because they cover the insured. Collision covers the vehicle’s

39

French v. Hernandez, 184 N.J. 144, 146, 875 A.2d 943, 944 (2005).
Id.
41
Id. at 151.
42
Id. at 150. Reasoning that “permitted use on prior occasions, coupled with other facts evidencing a course of
dealings between the parties, can furnish the predicate to support implied permission on the subsequent occasion
notwithstanding the absence of express permission on that occasion."
43
Id at 156. The Court held, “[W]e cannot conclude that [appellant] had either express or implied permission to
drive [insured’s] vehicle.
44
What Happens If Someone Drives Your Car and They Get In An Accident, supra note 37.
45
What is auto insurance?, supra note 3.
46
Id.
40
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repairs that resulted from the accident after the deductible has been paid 47. Collision only covers
operational risk; it covers situations where the car is being operated. Comprehension on the other
hand covers non-operational risks, which includes: (1) fire; (2) storm damage; (3) glass damage;
(4) (hail); (5) civil commotion; (6) theft; (7) flood damage; and (8) collision with an animal 48.
There are two different types of policies that cover medical expenses. Both types will be
discussed in detail further below. The first is the medical payment coverage’s (“Med Pay”), and
the second is Personal Injury Protection “PIP”; both covers the insured and permissive users’
medical expenses49. While both tend to be similar, there are differences because these types of
coverages vary from state to state50.
If a driver is involved in an accident with someone who is not insured or underinsured,
then you have a right to seek protection from your own auto insurance company 51. Both
uninsured motorist and under-insured motorist are first-party coverages to extent that the insured
is a victim of someone else’s negligence seeking coverage from their own insurance company 52.
The difference is that the insurance company will defend themselves as if they are stepping into
the shoes of the uninsured motorist; where normally, the insurance company is defending on
your behalf53. Uninsured motorist covers the insured when they are in an accident with an atfault driver who does not carry any insurance 54. Underinsured motorist covers the insured when

47

Nationwide, The difference between comprehensive and collision insurance,
https://www.nationwide.com/lc/resources/auto-insurance/articles/difference-between-comprehensive-and-collision
(Last visited Apr 22, 2021).
48
Id.
49
Office Of Public Insurance Counsel, Understanding PIP vs Med-Pay (Jan 14, 2020),
https://www.opic.texas.gov/news/pip-vs-medpay/.
50
Each state has different legislation regarding to the coverage, deductibles, and exclusions.
51
Allstate, Uninsured and Underinsured Coverage: Protection from Unprotected Motorists (Oct 2020),
https://www.allstate.com/tr/car-insurance/uninsured-motorist-coverage.aspx.
52
Id.
53
Thounsavath v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 2018 IL 122558, ¶ 1, 423 Ill. Dec. 150, 152, 104 N.E.3d 1239,
1241.
54
Uninsured and Underinsured Coverage: Protection from Unprotected Motorists, supra note 51.
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they are in an accident with an at-fault driver but has the minimum mandatory insurance in the
jurisdiction, and does not cover the insured’s expenses completely 55. These two coverages are
normally bundled together in your auto policy in some states. Uninsured motorist is required in
22 jurisdictions56, and underinsured is required in 14 states57. If a not-at-fault driver is in a
situation where their uninsured or underinsured coverage is not enough to cover their bodily
injury expenses, “stacked insurance” becomes an option. Stacked insurance allows you to
combine the two coverages on multiple vehicles, increasing your protection against bodily injury
from accidents.58 There are 32 states currently allow stacking, but not all insurance companies in
an allowed state may offer stacked coverage 59.
D. How is Auto Insurance Calculated?
When calculating car insurance, several general factors come into play but each insurance
company has their unique formula to determine the costs with the help of insurance actuaries.
This is a professional who analyzes financial risks using mathematics and statistics. Certain
determining factors come into consideration when analyzing a potential insurance policy 60. (1) A

55

Id.
Janet L. Kaminski Ledue, Auto Liability Insurance Requirements in Other States, (Jun 27, 2013),
https://www.cga.ct.gov/2013/rpt/2013-r-0258.htm, “Connecticut, District of Columbia, Illinois, Kansas, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin”
57
Id. “Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin.”
58
Allstate, Stacked vs. Unstacked Car Insurance, https://www.allstate.com/tr/car-insurance/stacked-vs-unstackedcar-insurance.aspx, “Your name is listed on two car insurance policies. One policy is for a vehicle you own, and
another policy is for the vehicle of a family member in your household. Your policy has a UMBI coverage limit of
$30,000. Your family member's policy with your name listed has a UMBI limit of $25,000. If you choose to stack
across the two policies, it would increase your UMBI coverage limit to $55,000. So, if you were hit by an uninsured
driver, your insurer would help pay your medical bills after the accident, up to $55,000.”
59
Id. “Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware (across multiple policies only), Florida, Georgia (across multiple
policies only), Hawaii, Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey
(across multiple policies only), New Mexico, New York (across multiple policies only), North Carolina (across,
multiple policies only). Ohio, Oklahoma (across multiple policies only), Oregon (across multiple policies only),
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee (across multiple policies only), Texas (across multiple
policies only), Utah (across multiple policies only), Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, [and] Wyoming.”
60
Insurance Information Institute, What determines the price of an auto insurance policy?
https://www.iii.org/article/what-determines-price-my-auto-insurance-policy. (Last visited Apr 23, 2021).
56
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person’s driving record is key to determining the premium of a policy, such as a clean record
with minimal mishaps provides the possibility of being offered a lower-than-average premium 61.
(2) Vehicle usage is fundamental, the more miles a person drives, the higher risk of accidents;
this entails that a person will pay more if they drive a vehicle for work compared to “pleasure
use”62. (3) Geographic location influences auto insurance premiums; drivers in urban areas will
pay more for insurance compared to drivers in rural locations because cities have higher rates of
accidents, thefts, and vandalism63. (4) Age plays an important role; mature drivers have a lower
risk of accidents compared to younger less experienced drivers which correlate to individuals
below the age of 25 pay more for insurance64. (5) A person’s gender factors into the cost of
insurance; statistically, women are better drivers than men. 65 Women drivers are involved in
fewer accidents and have fewer driver-under-the-influence accidents (“DUIs”). (6) The type of
vehicle is a major factor; a luxury car will cost more to insure, especially if you add collision or
comprehension to the policy compared to an economy car 66. Overall, with luxury vehicles it is
more costly to repair damages; it includes the parts to replace when involved in an accident and
the cost of replacement if involved in a theft or fire. (7) The type of coverage a driver chooses
factors into the premium; adding policy options such as collision or comprehension, taking the
state minimum limit or higher, and the amount of the deductible are all factors that affect the
premium67.

61

Id.
Id.
63
Id.
64
Id.
65
Nicholas Bakalar, Behind The Wheel, Women are Safer Drivers Than Men, (Apr 27, 2020),
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/27/well/live/car-accidents-deaths-men-women.
66
What determines the price of an auto insurance policy?, supra note 60.
67
Id.
62
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IV.

Auto Insurance in the Realm of Automation

A. Level 5 Automation is Safer than a Human Operator
It is safe to say that as AI develops, the need for human control will become obsolete. Selfdriving technology will have a major impact on the auto insurance industry. Vehicles will
become driverless which will reduce the risk of human error. Human error accounts for 94% of
auto accidents68. Factors such as age, gender, under the influence, and correction restrictions
(such as eyesight vision) will not be needed in a Level 5 vehicle. By removing humans from the
equation, there is potential to protect drivers, passengers, and pedestrians. There were 33,244
fatal motor vehicle crashes in the U.S alone in 201969. It is not hard to grasp the benefits of this
upcoming technology. One forecast that predicts autonomous vehicles will reduce domestic
fatalities by 21,700 each year70. In 2019, over 140 million premiums were written in the U.S
alone, which is an increase of 2% from 201871. Insurance companies estimate that there will be
up to an eighty percent decline in insurance claims once Level 5 automation comes into
existences72. The total economic impact of motor vehicle crashes in the U.S. was estimated to be
$242 billion, in 201073. If the total value of societal harm is calculated, this number increases to

68

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Traffic Safety Facts, (Feb, 2015)
(https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812115
69
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Fatality Facts 2019 State by State, (Mar 2021),
https://www.iihs.org/topics/fatality-statistics/detail/state-by-state
70
Daniel J. Fagnant & Kara M. Kockelman, Eno Ctr. for Transp., Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles:
Opportunities, Barriers and Policy Recommendations 3-10 (2013), https://www.enotrans.org/etl-material/preparinga-nation-for-autonomous-vehicles-opportunities-barriers-and-policy- recommendations [https://perma.cc/F4AYCKNU]
71
Insurance Information Institute, Facts + Statistics: Auto insurance, https://www.iii.org/fact-statistic/facts-statisticsauto-insurance. (Last visited Apr 23, 2021).
72
KPMG, Marketplace of Change: Automobile Insurance in the Era of Autonomous Vehicles 1, 25 (2015)
[hereinafter Marketplace of Change], https://home. kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/05/marketplacechange.pdf [https://perma.cc/3QR8-DM3H]. (KPMG predicts that “accident frequency could drop by [eighty]
percent” based on actuarial models).
73
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, The Economic and Societal Impact Of Motor Vehicle Crashes,
2010, (May 2015), https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/812013
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$836 billion74. Societal harm includes property damage, medical costs, and congestion costs,
lost quality of life (punitive damages), government emergency services, and costs to
employers75. When AI controls the motor vehicle, there will be a decrease in motor vehicle
accidents, which eventually will lead to erasure of these costs.
Self-driving vehicles will promote efficiency and convenience to the roads. When there is
a car accident, traffic stops or slows down for an unknown time period. This is because either the
road is blocked due to the accident, possible debris that causes a 4-lane roadway to merge into
two, or even driver’s slowing down to “rubberneck” the event. With Level 5 automation, there is
no need for any of these obstacles to occur, AI will calculate an alternate route or merge
effortlessly without the need for human operators. A road filled with automated vehicles would
produce smooth traffic flow and reduce traffic congestions. The use of automated vehicles could
free up as much as 50 minutes each day for travel time76.
B. Future cost of Auto Insurance Premiums
Insurance premiums are calculated by actuaries that take various factors of a driver to
evaluate their rate of risk for an accident. When you remove the driver from the equation, you
are left with only the vehicle. Actuaries will now have to replace human calculations with AI
technology-based calculations77. Some new factors will include the vehicle’s features like the
advancement of the AI utilized, how well built a vehicle is regarding their cameras and sensors,
the geographic location of where a vehicle is located to determine the better connectivity of

74

Id.
Id.
76
Michele Bertoncello, Ten ways autonomous driving could redefine the automotive world, (Jun 1, 2015),
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/ten-ways-autonomous-driving-couldredefine-the-automotive-world
77
Leslie Scism, Driverless Cars Threaten To Crash Insurers' Earnings, Wall Street J. (July 26, 2016, 11:04 AM),
http://www.wsj.com/articles/driverless-cars-threaten-to-crash-insurers-earnings-1469542958.
75
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satellite imagery, and the anti-theft measures in place to avoid the vehicle from getting hacked or
stolen78.
Auto insurance rates are expected to decline because self-driving vehicles will cause
fewer accidents and fatalities. AVs could reduce traffic fatalities by 90%, which will save
roughly 32,400 lives a year79. However, one overlooked factor is the cost to repair a vehicle
when an accident does occur. Most vehicles are currently made with a mechanical drivetrain,
some electronic components, suspension parts, unibody frame, and exterior body parts for
aesthetics; nothing an independent shop cannot handle. A level 5 automation vehicle on the other
hand is a different type of machinery. The cost to repair an autonomous vehicle could be
enormous80. Current collision coverage losses for recent model vehicles are $6,360 per vehicle 81.
This number can easily be doubled for a Level 5 automated car. Sensors, radars, and cameras
that are used to make the vehicle function properly surround these high tech vehicles. The
software and equipment must be updated yearly, which drives up the research and development
costs when manufacturing these parts. Automobile parts currently used like the gas engines,
condensers, radiators, and more are interchangeable throughout different model years 82. High
tech electronic equipment on the other hand cannot be used interchangeably. There is currently a
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Id.
Adrienne Lafrance, Self-Driving Cars Could Save 300,000 Lives per Decade in America, Atlantic (Sept. 29,
2015), http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/ 2015/09/self-driving-cars-could-save-300000-lives-perdecade-in-america/407956/ [https:// perma.cc/Z454-58TW] ("Researchers estimate that driverless cars could, by
midcentury, reduce traffic fatalities by up to [ninety] percent."). The 32,400 is calculated using statistics from the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, reporting 36,096 motor vehicle fatalities in 2019.
https://www.iihs.org/topics/fatality-statistics/detail/state-by-state.
80
See Marketplace of Change, supra note 72, at 27. KPMG estimates that the cost per accident could "increase from
almost $ 14,000 to roughly $ 35,000 by 2040." Id.
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See Facts + Statistics: Auto insurance, supra note 71.
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ENGINESPECS, Nissan VQ37VHR, https://www.engine-specs.net/nissan/vq37vhr.html. Nissan’s VQ37VHR
motor was first introduced in 2008 and used up until 2015 when it was replaced by the VR30DDTT. (Last visited
Apr 23, 2021).
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price discrepancy on car components that contains radars 83. The reduction in accidents per
vehicle will be offset by the increased severity incurred in each accident due to the expensive
technology.
C. The Role of Actuaries
As AI advances at an alarming rate, will there be a need for the profession of an insurance
actuary? Actuaries uses mathematics and statistics to assess insurance and risks 84. They undergo
vigorous training, and it takes 6-10 years to become a qualified actuary 85. This type of education
and training suits AI technology. AI can process complex algorithms and calculate risks. AI can
improve areas and make it easier for perspective buyers to obtain insurance 86. Companies are
currently developing AI technology to promote a more efficient auto insurance experience. AI
technology can gather past statistical risk factors and generate a precise predictive analysis to
produce an accurate insurance quote.
However, there are a few cons with allowing AI to control the role of actuaries fully. If
AI fully analyzes the insurance premiums without human intervention, there will be
discrimination throughout the industry. Once Level 5 automation is active, there will not be a
need for a human operator. Without a human operator, there will be no need for the risk factors
of age, gender, driving record, and DUI history. The only factors AI actuaries will consider

83

For example, a windshield replacement for a 2015 Honda Accord LX can range anywhere from $250-$500, but a
windshield replacement for a 2015 Honda Accord Touring, which has a lane departure warning system connected to
the windshield, can range anywhere from $600-$900 installed, not including the $300+ the dealer will charge to
reprogram the Advanced Driver-Assistance System (ADAS).
84
Mahesh Kashyap, Is Actuary an Endangered Profession in the Age of Artificial Intelligence?, (Jul 22, 2017),
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/actuary-endangered-profession-age-artificial-maheshkashyap#:~:text=Due%20to%20the%20advancement%20of,of%20higher%20quality%20and%20value.
85
Id.
86
Id. Kashyap explains “A buyer goes through stages – learn, buy, service, and claim.” Id. AI can improve all of
these stages, “During the learn and buy stage, intelligent actuary or AI-based actuary can both provide assistance
and evaluation for potential customers. In the service stage, AI keeps track of the customer’s needs. In the claim
stage, AI can analyze and make decisions based on the available data.” Id.
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would be the geographical location, value of the vehicle, and the AI software built into the
vehicle. This would lead to unfair competition against the automotive manufactures and would
cause an enormous industry change. For example, let us compare Ford, Chevrolet, Dodge,
Honda, and Toyota. Drivers look at these different brands based on appearance, reliability, price,
and comfortability. Actuaries only looks at the price category to determine the insurance
premium. In the year of 2040, actuaries will have to look at the price and advanced software
technology, which will be the biggest factor when pricing premiums. AI actuaries will look for
which automotive manufacturer produces the safest and most advanced vehicle in the market.
Consumers will now use the cost of insurance as a factor in determining which vehicle brand to
purchase, especially with consumers who are low income based 87. If Ford were to have the best
technology software for three years in a row, there will be an increase in sales solely on the cost
of insurance because the premiums will be lower. For the other brands, they will see a decrease
in sales which can eventually lead to manufactures declaring bankruptcy. This type of situation
will lead the automotive industry into an oligopoly, only the highly rated manufacturers will lead
in business, making impossible for a manufacturer to enter the automotive market due to the high
costs of building a Level 5 automated vehicle. For this reason, human actuaries will still be
prevalent in the insurance industry88. Once actuaries learn how to adapt with the new AI
technology, actuary services will be more precise, benefitting both the actuary profession and the
insurance companies89.
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Nationwide, 8 insurance points to consider before buying a car,
https://www.nationwide.com/lc/resources/auto-insurance/articles/insurance-tips-for-car-buyers (Last visited Apr
28, 2021).
88
“An actuary understands insurance from a buyer’s perspective … [w]ithout human intervention, there is a
potential for abuse. Insurance companies can reject applicants based on their statistical risk factors or charge them
higher premiums. So real actuaries are necessary to make the right choice in morally sticky situations.” Id.
89
Id.
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V.

Exploring the Now and the Future of the Insurance Policy Structure

A. Products Liability vs. Auto Insurance
AVs are not bulletproof; they are still prone to cause accidents. AVs could crash due to a
third-party hack into the operating system, faulty coding in the software, or having a sensor
damaged from a small rock ricocheted in the highway. There are different ways on how the auto
insurance industry and states can adapt to protect the public from these potential possibilities.
There is auto insurance, which focuses on driver negligence, and there is products liability which
shifts the liability to the manufacturer. Products liability is a strict liability offense that covers an
injured party against bodily injury and property damage from a defective product made by the
manufacturer90. To bring a products liability claim, (1) the plaintiff (“P”) must have suffered an
injury, generally a physical injury; (2) the defendant (“D”) sold a product; (3) D is a commercial
seller of such products; (4) At the time the product was sold by D; the product was in a defective
condition; and (5) the defect functioned as an actual and proximate cause of P’s injury 91. A
product defect is when there is (1) a manufacturing defect, (2) a design defect, or (3) contains
inadequate warnings or instructions92. A manufacturing defect is when a particular product
diverges from the manufacturer’s own specifications for the product 93. A plaintiff will have to
show that the autonomous equipment diverged from the manufacturer’s specifications, regardless
of whether there was negligence in the manufacturing process 94. Design defects are when the
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Watson v. Ford Motor Co., 699 S.E.2d 169, 174 (S.C. 2010).
Id.
92
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2 (Am. Law Inst. 1998); see, e.g., Watson v. Ford Motor Co., 699
S.E.2d 169, 174 (S.C. 2010).
93
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2(a) ("[A product] contains a manufacturing defect when the product
departs from its intended design even though all possible care was exercised in the preparation and marketing of the
product.")
94
Gary E. Marchant & Rachel A. Lindor, The Coming Collision Between Autonomous Vehicles and the Liability
System, 52 Santa Clara L. Rev. 1321, 1323 (2012) (arguing that software and navigation systems are manufactured
with low error rates, manufacturing defect claims will be rare).
91
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product have been manufactured to specification, however there is something in the way it was
made, the design that makes it dangerous to consumers95. The risk utility analysis and the
consumer expectation tests are used to determine whether there is a design defect 96. Failure to
warn or instruct occurs when the manufacture fails to provide instruction about the potential
harm a product can cause if it is not used correctly, and to warn consumers of the inherent
dangers of the product97.
When autonomous vehicle gets into an accident, a plaintiff will have to determine
whether it was a manufacturing defect, design defect or inadequate warnings. Design defects are
problematic to prove, litigation is lengthy, and the cost of litigation will render this theory
useless to recover damages for the daily automobile accidents 98. Failure to warn doctrine only
helps when warnings were inadequate if the manufacturer did not provide instructions on how to
operate the vehicle or disclose the possible dangerous of utilizing an AV 99. However this will not
help plaintiffs recover damages if all the car manufacturers provide adequate warnings and
instructional videos on how to operate the AV’s. Recovering under a manufacturing defect claim
is the most reasonable when referring to AVs; if a sensor was not able to sense an object and the
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Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2(b) ("[A product] is defective … when the foreseeable risks of harm
posed by the product could have been reduced or avoided by the adoption of a reasonable alternative design … and
the omission of the alternative design renders the product not reasonably safe.").
96
Mikolajczyk v. Ford Motor Co., 901 N.E.2d 329, 352 (Ill. 2008) ("We hold that both the consumer-expectation
test and the risk-utility test continue to have their place in our law of strict product liability based on design
defect.").
97
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2(c) ("[A product] is defective … when the foreseeable risks of harm
posed by the product could have been reduced or avoided by the provision of reasonable instructions or warnings …
and the omission of the instructions or warnings renders the product not reasonably safe.").
98
Jeffrey K. Gurney, ARTICLE: SUE MY CAR NOT ME: PRODUCTS LIABILITY AND ACCIDENTS
INVOLVING AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES, 13 U. Ill. J.L. Tech. & Pol'y 247, 264, (Oct 01, 2013), “Because of the
limitations of the consumer expectations test and the costliness of the risk-utility test, design defect claims will be
tough for plaintiffs to prove for an everyday accident and will be more likely to succeed in cases involving the
design of tangible features of the vehicle rather than the software.”
99
See, e.g., Pavlides v. Galveston Yacht Basin, 727 F.2d 330, 338-39 (5th Cir. 1984) ("The question of whether or
not a given warning is legally sufficient depends upon the language used and the impression that such language is
calculated to make upon the mind of the average user of the product." (citing Bituminous Cas. Corp. v. Black &
Decker Mfg. Co., 518 S.W.2d 868, 872-73 (Tex. App. 1974))).
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autonomous vehicles collides with it, there will be a manufacturing defect. However, there are
draw-backs because of the lack of legislation and case law to support this theory 100. If the sensor
is defective -- missing a fuse or weld – then there will be a claim, however if it’s the
programming in the sensor that cannot detect the object, problems arise. The doctrine of products
liability states that products “are by definition tangible – intangible products do not generally
give rise to product liability actions101.” AI controls the operation of an AV. The AI is a hightech software that is programmed by codes 102. This software is an intangible good and courts are
split on whether to classify software as a product or as a service 103. If it is classified as a service,
plaintiffs will not be able to allege a manufacturing defect for the software 104.
To avoid this lengthy and uncertain litigation, a plaintiff can apply the malfunction
doctrine, which is a variation of the manufacturing defect doctrine 105. The malfunction doctrine
holds that a plaintiff can demonstrate a defective product, with circumstantial evidence 106,
without having to rely on the product itself. 107 For instance, if a victim purchases a toaster, uses it
properly, and the toaster blows up, the toaster malfunctioned. A toaster is supposed to toast, not
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See 68 Am. Jur. 3D Proof of Facts 333 § 8 (last updated Sept. 2013) ("No cases have been found applying
[manufacturing defects] to software.").
101
Ryan Calo, Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw, 103 Calif. L. Rev. 535,536 (2015). (citing Nora Freeman
Engstrom, 3-D Printing and Product Liability: Identifying the Obstacles, 162 U. Pa. L. Rev. Online 35, 38-39
(2013), http://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1121&context=penn_law_review_online).
102
See id. at 536.
103
Liis Vihul, The Liability of Software Manufacturers for Defective Products, Tallinn Papers, 2014, at 1, 9,
https://ccdcoe.org/publications/ TP_Vol1No2_Vihul.pdf [https://perma.cc/MS6X-H2GE]. “It has long been a
contentious issue, challenging legal scholars and practitioners alike, and disparate approaches have been taken in
different jurisdictions … [A] program sold on a physical medium and equally available to all interested buyers is
generally characterized as a product. Cloud applications, by contrast, are usually considered to be a service." See
Schafer v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 507 F. Supp. 2d 587, 601 (E.D. La. 2007) “Moreover, other courts and legal
scholars have suggested that defective computer software may give rise to strict products liability in tort.”
104
See 68 Am. Jur. 3D Proof of Facts 333 § 8 (last updated Sept. 2013) ("No cases have been found applying
[manufacturing defects] to software.")
105
See Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2(a) cmt. a (1998) ("Strict liability … performs a function
similar to the concept of res ipsa loquitur … .").
106
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 3 cmt. c (1998) ("The inference of defect may be drawn … without
proof of the specific defect.")
107
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Prods. Liab. § 2(a) cmt. a (1998)
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blow up. A victim will have to show that: “(1) the product malfunctioned, (2) the malfunction
occurred during proper use, and (3) the product had not been altered or misused in a manner that
probably caused the malfunction.108” When the AV collides with an object, the accident is proof
of the malfunction and will cover the first two elements 109. The third element relies on any action
created by the owner of the vehicle. If the plaintiff were to change the wheels of the vehicle or
install cheaper tires than required by manufacturer specifications, the plaintiff will need to prove
that the alterations to the vehicle did not cause the program to malfunction or the be the cause of
the accident110. The only downside to this theory of liability are the current limitations to its
applications. There are jurisdictions that do not recognize the doctrine 111, and courts are hesitant
to apply the doctrine in a widespread fashion 112. Legislation will have to change their outlook on
these problems if they wish to hold manufacturers liable for AVs.
If legislation or the courts were to consider software as a product or adopting a universal
malfunction doctrine, then there will not be an issue recovering under a manufacturer defect
claim. The problem is that it will cause the auto insurance companies to shift their focus from
consumers to the manufacturers for auto liability. Auto insurance companies will have to
undergo mergers and acquisition strategies because they will go from having millions of
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David G. Owen, Manufacturing Defects, 53 S.C. L. Rev. 851, 871-72 (2002).
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See Dietz v. Waller, 685 P.2d 744, 747-48 (Ariz. 1984) ("No specific defect need be shown if the evidence, direct
or circumstantial, permits the inference that the accident was caused by a defect.")
110
Owen, supra note 106, at 873-74 ("The malfunction doctrine [provides that] plaintiff need not establish that a
specific defect caused an accident if circumstantial evidence permits an inference that the product, in one way or
another, probably was defective.")
111
See, e.g., Christopher H. Hall, Annotation, Strict Products Liability: Product Malfunction or Occurrence of
Accident as Evidence of Defect, 65 A.L.R. 4th 346 (2013)
112
David G. Owen, Products Liability Law § 7.4, at 470 (2d ed. 2008) ("Although the malfunction doctrine may
come to a plaintiff's rescue when circumstances fairly suggest the responsibility of a product defect, it is hornbook
law that proof of a product accident alone proves neither defectiveness nor causation.").
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consumers to choose their products to having to obtain a contract from the sixty automakers 113.
This tactic will spell an end to the auto insurance industry and can potentially cause an oligopoly
in the marketplace. If legislation and courts do not want to make manufactures to be fully liable
for an AV’s car accident, then consumer auto insurance is required.
B. Legislation’s Involvement for Policy Change
Will auto insurance still be needed when AVs come into existence? The answer is yes.
Legislation can ensure the auto insurance industry stays in business as well as help decide how to
proceed with AVs. Auto insurance generally follows the driver no matter whose vehicle is being
operated. There are currently two insurance models that are seen throughout the states, (1) userliability; and (2) no-fault.
i.

User Liability (“At-Fault”)
The user-liability approach is a traditional method that many states have adopted. These

states are called “fault” states. The concept is that the person who caused the car accident would
be financially responsible for the accident. If a driver is on the road and the tortfeasor does not
stop at a stop sign, the tortfeasor would be liable for the driver’s damages. The tortfeasor would
not be covered by their insurance policy unless they opt in for the coverage. This coverage is
known as medical payment insurance (“MedPay”). MedPay covers injuries to their policyholders
in the event of an accident. MedPay is used to complement the standard liability coverage 114.
There are 49 states that enforce some sort of mandatory auto insurance law except for
New Hampshire, who does not legally require auto insurance if the driver can show proof of
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TopSpeed, Car Brands, Companies, Manufacturers, https://www.topspeed.com/cars/makes/, “if you take into
consideration local automakers within various countries around the world and other smaller companies there could
be as many as 2,000 car makers globally.” (Last visited Apr 23, 2021).
114
Allstate, What Is Medical Payments Coverage?, (Nov. 2017), https://www.allstate.com/tr/car-insurance/medicalpayments-coverage.aspx.
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financial responsibility115. Auto insurance is required in many states because it is used to cover
the tortfeasor’s liabilities. Each state has their own set of mandatory minimums of insurance
coverage needed; these minimums are used to cover bodily injuries and property damages 116. If
the minimum is fully utilized, then the tortfeasor owes the remainder. There are two major
problems encountered with the “at-fault” policy. The first problem is that this form of policy
does not help drivers who are involved in an accident with a vehicle operating under sovereign
immunity. This law protects the government employees -- firefighters, police officers, public
transportation – from tort liabilities117. If a driver is involved in an accident with an at-fault
government employee, the driver may lose their property and their medical expenses may go
unpaid118. The uninsured motorist section of the auto insurance policy may help in recovering
damages however, the insurance company will try to defend and protect itself from liability 119.
State legislation can preempt the insurance companies from continuing this defensive action and
ensure that the driver be protected120.
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New Hampshire Insurance Department, Your Guide to Understanding Auto Insurance in the Granite State,
https://www.nh.gov/insurance/consumers/documents/nh_auto_guide.pdf “New Hampshire Motor Vehicle Laws do
not require you to carry Auto Insurance, but you must be able to demonstrate that you are able to provide
sufficient funds to meet New Hampshire Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Requirements in the event of an
“at-fault” accident. If you are unable to meet these requirements your driving privileges in New Hampshire may be
suspended.”
116
Kara McGinley, How much car insurance is required in all 50 states?, (Apr 21, 2021),
https://www.policygenius.com/auto-insurance/car-insurance-required-in-every-state/.
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See, e.g., N.J. Stat. Ann. § 59:1-1.
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See, e.g., FCCI Ins. Co. v. McLendon Enters., 297 Ga. 136, 136, 772 S.E.2d 651, 651 (2015).
119
McGlothin v. State Farm Mut. Ins. Co., 925 F.3d 741, 743 (5th Cir. 2019) “Under the Mississippi Uninsured
Motorist (UM) Act, Miss. Code Ann. § 83-11-101(1), an insured could not recover UM benefits from her insurer
because she was not "legally entitled to recover" from the fireman, the fire department, or the city; [2]-The fireman
was acting in the course and scope of his employment at the time of the accident, and, therefore, pursuant to the
Mississippi Tort Claims Act's (MTCA) government-employee immunity clause, Miss. Code Ann. § 11-46-7(2), the
insured was not "legally entitled to recover" damages from him; [3]-Because the fireman was not acting with
"reckless disregard" for the insured's safety or well-being, the fire department and the city wee also immune,
pursuant to the MTCA's police-and-fire-protection immunity clause, Miss. Code Ann. § 11-46-9(1)(c), and the
insured was not "legally entitled to recover" damages from either entity.”
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St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Smith, 337 Ill. App. 3d 1054, 1058, 272 Ill. Dec. 666, 669, 787 N.E.2d 852,
855 (2003). “Courts apply terms in an insurance policy as written unless those terms contravene public policy.” See
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. v. Smith, 197 Ill. 2d 369, 372, 757 N.E.2d 881, 883, 259 Ill. Dec. 18
(2001). “Statutes are an expression of public policy. Statutes in force at the time an insurance policy was issued are
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Second, the AI is the driver of an AV, and it will be impossible to tell a computer
software – built on codes – to pay insurance for their negligence 121. The solution to this problem
is respondeat superior, a vicarious liability framework. Respondeat superior “holds an employer
or principal legally responsible for the wrongful acts of an employee or agent 122.” Courts or
legislation can apply this frame to human operators of AVs. The AI can be considered a
chauffeur to the human operator, and courts have held that a person is liable for their chauffeur’s
negligence under respondeat superior123. Courts will have to view AVs analogous to human
chauffeurs for the human operator to assume liability for the negligence of the AV 124. This will
allow auto insurance to be prevalent in the autonomous world. The drawback to this framework
is that courts will have to undergo a negligence analysis with duty, breach, causation, and
damages125. If a tire were to blow out or the vehicle slides on black ice and causes damage, there
will be no auto insurance coverage because there was no negligence from the AV 126. With no
negligence there is no form of recovery from the insured.
ii.

No-Fault
No-fault insurance is a method where the accident victims’ medical expenses and loss of

income are covered in the event of an accident, regardless of who is at fault 127. The accident

controlling, and a statute's underlying purpose cannot be circumvented by a restriction or exclusion written into an
insurance policy. Accordingly, insurance policy provisions that conflict with a statute are void.".
121
Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw, supra note 99.
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Legal Information Institute, Respondeat Superior, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/respondeat_superior. (Last
visited Apr 24, 2021.
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Guthrie v. Holmes, 272 Mo. 215, 219, 198 S.W. 854, 854 (1917). “The doctrine of liability of the master for the
wrongful acts of his servant proceeds from the maxims of "respondeat superior" and "qui facit per alium facit per
se," and therefore is a doctrine of the law of agency which holds the master responsible for the torts of his servant
committed within the actual or apparent scope of his servant's employment.”
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Gordon J. Anderson, Automated Vehicle Liability and Insurance Part 2: Vehicle Operators,
https://policyinstitute.ucdavis.edu/wp-content/uploads/Liability-Pt2_IssuePaper_010819.pdf
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See Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liab. for Physical & Emotional Harm § 3 (Am. Law Inst. 2010)
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See Automated Vehicle Liability and Insurance, supra note 41 at 6.
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Nationwide, What is no-fault insurance?, https://www.nationwide.com/lc/resources/auto-insurance/articles/whatis-no-fault-insurance (Last visited Apr 23, 2021).
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victim receives compensation from their “own insurance company instead of having to show the
fault of another driver to recover losses 128”. No-fault insurance is referred to as Personal Injury
Protection insurance (“PIP”)129. There are two forms of no-fault systems, (1) pure no-fault, some
states only offer this type of coverage; and (2) choice systems, in which a state allows the option
to choose either no-fault or traditional tort liability. This system may work perfectly for AV’s
because it will encompass all injuries regardless of negligence. If a tire were to blow out or if the
vehicle were to slide in black ice, the operator will be covered with the no-fault policy. If they
wish to cover their vehicle, collision and/or comprehension coverage is required.
The issue with this policy is that auto insurance premiums tend to be more costly because
of the higher medical costs. Twenty-five states used to offer no-fault insurance, but due to the
high costs, only eighteen states still offer it130. The premiums are costly because there are many
accidents that occur each year. But when those figures drop with the use of AV’s, the premiums
should be reduced in theory131, and will allow the premiums to become affordable for all income
classes. Even with this potential solution, another problem arises. The no-fault system denies the
right for a consumer to receive full compensation from a claim, “deprives consumers of the
leverage of adequate legal remedies and has not proven to reduce disputes and litigation. 132” No-
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Laura Zakaras, What Happened to No-Fault Automobile Insurance?, RAND Corp. (2010),
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB9505/index1.html [https://perma.cc/ 8ARG-H346].
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James M. Anderson et al., The U.S. Experience with No-Fault Automobile Insurance: A Retrospective 2-3 (2010)
[hereinafter Anderson et al., A Retrospective], https://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG860.html. States that still
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vastly outnumber the major ones." Anderson et al., A Retrospective, supra note 128, at 142. By reducing human
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The Road to Autonomy, supra note 14; see also Anderson et al., A Retrospective, supra note 128, at 92-97
("While auto cases represent a smaller proportion of cases actually reaching trial in no-fault states, attorney
involvement in cases has increased modestly over time in no-fault … states relative to tort states, and total auto
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fault insurance limits the compensation for “pain and suffering, paralysis, or other non-economic
damages”133. Economic damages, like medical bills. are limited by the terms of the policy. A
traditional tort states that a driver is fully compensated because the driver will sue the tortfeasor
for the damages. No-fault was supposed to reduce litigation costs because insurers will not spend
time and effort defending litigation claims134. Instead, insurers are spending time and effort
defending lawsuits brought by their own insured for not paying no-fault benefits 135. The no-fault
method is not the optimal solution for AV liability, it does nothing to fill the gap in the tort
framework.
C. Solution
Legislation can enact laws that enforce mandatory auto insurance on every vehicle and make
the AV a separate entity. For instance, to operate an AV, privately or commercially, the owner of
the AV will have to input the insurance information into the AV system to operate it. If the auto
insurance company cancels for non-payment or the owner cancels the insurance, the auto
insurance company will send a notice of cancellation to the department of motor vehicle 136,
which will then send a cease order to that specific AV rending it inoperable. For example, a
warning will flash on the screen making the owner aware that the insurance policy has expired.
This is done by legislation determining AV use is an “unreasonably dangerous activity 137” and

litigation volume has become more comparable between tort and no-fault states."), 115 (explaining that a major
limitation of the no-fault system is the "denial of compensation for noneconomic losses [such as pain and suffering]
to those whose injuries fall below the recovery threshold").
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Gary Wickert, Commentary: The Failure of No-Fault Insurance, (May 12, 2016),
https://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2016/05/12/270759.htm#:~:text=Drawbacks%20of%20a%20no%2Df
ault,for%20the%20damages%20they%20cause.
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Id.
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Id.
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In New Jersey, when a person cancels their insurance, the insurance company notifies the Motor Vehicle
Commission (“MVC”) and the MVC will then suspend the person’s registration.
137
Adam Rosenberg, Strict Liability: Imagining a Legal Framework for Autonomous Vehicles, 2017 Tulane L. Rev.
205, 218 (2017), “AVs should be considered part of the special exception within strict liability provided for courts
dealing with the advent of airplanes.”
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implanting a strict liability framework. Strict liability is a doctrine under which liability is
imposed with respect to injury or damage arising from hazardous activities 138. With this
framework, AVs’ will be held liable as a separate entity, like a corporation; it will be able to be
sued in the case of an accident139. The auto insurance policy will then follow the vehicle, not the
driver. For the AV to operate, auto insurance will be required similar to how a human operator
needs a driver license. If an operator does not want to purchase an AV, they can utilize public
transportation or third-party transportation companies (Uber or Lyft) that will have commercial
auto insurance policies in place for protection. For instance, a taxi company currently utilizes
commercial auto liability coverage to protect themselves in case of their driver’s negligence.
When the switch to AVs is made, the companies must purchase the new commercial auto
insurance to operate AVs for their business, allowing their fleet of vehicles to operate on a
normal basis. The current driver license 140 will serve no purpose in the autonomous world other
than identification purposes; the auto insurance policy can act as a license for the AV to function.
Any plaintiff that has been harmed from an AV can now recover from the AVs insurance policy
under strict liability, it does not matter if the AV has been stolen, hacked into, or natural forces
moved it141.
This regime can survive the implementations of both traditional tort and no-fault systems.
Insurance companies will not have to spend countless time and effort litigating whether or not to
cover the insured. If an insurance company wishes to do business in a state, they must accept
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liability because of the state’s strict liability AV statute. This solution protects the insurance
companies as well, if they see a trend of accidents occurring from a single auto manufacturer,
they have the option to bring a products liability claim. The only downside with this method is
the cost of insurance. Even if AV’s lowers the risk of small claim accidents, when a claim does
arise, it will be catastrophic142.
Another solution is to utilize the self-insured method, where a company or an individual
sets aside a pool of money to be used to remedy an unexpected loss. This will take out the third
parties – insurance companies – out altogether and will focus more on self-risk management.
There can be a system in place where individuals who decide to own an AV, must pool their
money with the rest of the community in that state. Imagine if John, our imaginary friend from
above, decides to take a thirty-minute trip to the store. The AV will plan a route and will
determine the risk of an accident. The AV will then calculate the cost of driving in this route and
John will have to submit a payment to that specified pool. Another example would be if John
takes a trip that crosses New York from New Jersey, the AV can calculate the cost of the risk and
apportion the payments appropriately 143, like how corporate taxes are apportioned144. When an
accident occurs, the expenses and non-economic benefits are taken out of the pool to cover for
the expenses. But what happens if there are countless accidents, and it drains the pool? The main
purpose of a level 5 automation is that it is a safer mode of transportation. If there are countless
accidents involving the same AV maker, then there will be a products liability claim against the
manufacturer of the vehicle. The concern with this proposed solution is that it will be difficult to
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have a universal system where all States agree. In addition, if this proposition were to occur, the
auto insurance industry will cease to exist.
IV.

Conclusion

Autonomous vehicles are the method of future transportation. When changes are
implemented, the law must follow with it to protect the public and their property. The current tort
law framework is not prepared for advanced technology because it shifts liability to the owner or
the manufacturer. The proper solution is to hold the AI system accountable under the strict
liability framework. A plaintiff would be able to recover any damages caused by an autonomous
vehicle under strict liability. If the vehicle itself has been damaged, the owner would be able to
elect collision and comprehension coverage as well. The auto insurance industry will continue to
exist in the future, and legislation is key for this to occur.
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